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Introduction
This State Health Policy Highlight looks at the progress several states and one community organization have
made in strategic use of their multi-payer claims databases and offers considerations for states that are seeking to
optimize their own claims databases to achieve health care system performance improvement goals.

Multi-Payer Claims Data Use Categories
Many states have been leveraging their claims databases for sophisticated analyses of quality and costs of health care,
including provider, payer, and geographic variation in quality and utilization. The following table identifies strategic
approaches of four states and one community organization. Additional details of how those entities are using their
claims databases are described in a companion State Health and Value Strategies (SHVS) program issue brief.
Data Use Category

State/Organization

1. S
 upport ongoing regulatory activity and analysis of potential
policy initiatives

New Hampshire

2. P
 romote transparency for consumers and policymakers with
cost and quality reporting and tools

Massachusetts

3. S
 upport specific regional or provider-level delivery system
improvement activity

Oregon
Washington Health Alliance
Vermont

Considerations for States: Developing a Data Use Strategy to Leverage Claims Databases
Experienced states and community organizations have many lessons to offer other states and coalitions seeking to
optimize their own databases.

›› Active and continuous engagement of stakeholders: Continuous provider, payer, and consumer

engagement is critical to building buy-in and trust, and states play an important role in bringing stakeholders
together. A process that engages these stakeholders in development of a data use strategy allows for collective
decision-making about how to best enhance and leverage claims databases.

›› Engage in responsible testing of data prior to release: Data that has been adequately and thoroughly

tested, validated, reviewed, and analyzed should provide a measure of confidence of readiness for release.
State and national experts suggest that testing include a dry run with providers and payers to provide an
opportunity to address inconsistencies or errors prior to public release.

›› Circulate data and findings broadly: Following adequate opportunity for provider and payer review, data

should be circulated widely to focus attention on findings, promote discussions that are data-informed, and
enable researchers, community-based organizations and others to analyze the data, learn from the analysis, and act.

›› Consider how state analysis should complement that occurring at provider and payer levels: States

should consider how their broad data use strategy could focus resources to support providers with less advanced
data capabilities, and not duplicate efforts of providers and payers already performing their own analyses.
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Conclusion
Multi-payer claims databases hold the potential for states to gain insight into how their health care systems are
operating. States should ensure that the way in which they are leveraging their data result in meaningful and
actionable information that the state, payers, providers, researchers, consumers, and others can use to improve
care for patients and overall performance of the system. A well-defined strategy developed with input from
stakeholders can support state efforts to enhance the functionality and impact of claims databases, and support
system transformation goals.
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